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Abstract.
Size fair and homologous crossover genetic operators for tree based genetic programming are described and tested. Both produce considerably reduced increases in program size
(i.e. less bloat) and no detrimental effect on GP performance.
GP search spaces are partitioned by the ridge in the number of program v. their size and depth.
While search efficiency is little effected by initial conditions, these do strongly influence which
half of the search space is searched. However a ramped uniform random initialisation is described
which straddles the ridge.
With subtree crossover trees increase about one level per generation leading to sub-quadratic
bloat in program length.
Keywords: genetic algorithms, genetic programming, bloat reduction, evolution of shape, subquadratic length growth, linear depth growth, uniform initialisation, binary tree search spaces.

1.

Introduction

It has been known for some time that programs within GP populations tend to
rapidly increase in size as the population evolves [13, 4, 30, 27, 25, 2, 41, 29]. If
unchecked this consumes excessive machine resources and so is usually addressed
either by enforcing a size or depth limit on the programs or by an explicit size
component in the GP fitness measure which penalises larger programs, although
other techniques may be used [13, 12, 42, 3, 36, 32, 39, 10]. Both main approaches
have problems [13, 30, 38], [9, 20]. Recently there has been increased interest in
the underlying causes of bloat [28, 38, 26].
It has been shown that the protective effect of inviable code (which does not
effect the fitness of the program) [27, 4] is not sufficient to explain all cases of
bloat and shown there are at least two mechanisms involved [26]. However we also
suggest these are manifestation of an underlying cause, which is: any stochastic
search technique, such as GP, will tend to find the most common programs in the
search space of the current best fitness. Since in general there are more of these
which are long than there are which are short (but GP starts with the shorter
ones) the population tends to be filled with longer and longer programs [21, 24, 18].
This is a general explanation, which does not rely on GP mechanisms, indeed we
have shown bloat occurs in several other stochastic search techniques using variable
length representations [22, 16]. The exponential growth in the number of programs
with size is a very strong driving factor. It may be the cause of bloat even if the
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fitness function changes rapidly or we penalise programs with the same fitness as
their parents [23].
Using this argument we devised an unbiased tree mutation operator which carefully controls variation in size and produces much less bloat. In Section 3 we
introduce the corresponding crossover operator and in Section 4 we describe means
of extending it to increase the chance of crossover between like parts of parent trees
yielding a more homologous operator. We compare the evolution of tree size and
depth for the three crossover operators starting from three types of initial random
populations: standard “ramped half-and-half” [13, pages 92–93], “ramped half-andhalf” with bigger initial trees and ramped uniform random (described in Section 5).
In Section 6 we compare both new operators with standard subtree crossover on two
continuous domain problems (symbolic regression of the quintic and sextic polynomials) and two discrete problems (Boolean 6 multiplexor and 11 multiplexor).
This is followed by a discussion in Section 7 and we conclude in Section 8. However
first we review what is known about the distribution of programs and reiterate our
claims about the distribution of their fitnesses.
2.

Distribution of Programs and their Fitnesses

In genetic programming it is possible to have function sets that contain functions
of different arities. I.e. for program trees to have internal nodes of more than one
branching factor. However many GP experiments use only binary functions, e.g. the
symbolic regression experiments described in Section 6. Therefore in this section
we will concentrate upon the case where all the functions are binary (i.e. have two
arguments) and so the programs are expressed as binary trees. This avoids dealing
with mixtures of arities which complicates the analysis and for which there is little
existing work (for example [37] deals with two cases: binary and unrestricted arity
trees). We don’t expect such additional complexity to increase our understanding
at this stage.
There are
(l − 1)!
|T |(l+1)/2 |F |(l−1)/2 ×
((l + 1)/2)!((l − 1)/2)!
different programs of size l, where |T | is the number of terminals and |F | is the
number of functions [13, 1, page 213]. Note this formula is relatively simple as
each function (internal node) has two arguments. The number of programs rises
rapidly with increasing program length l. Of course if no bounds are placed on the
size or depth of programs then the number of them is unbounded, i.e. the search
space is infinite. Figure 1 plots the number of different binary tree shapes against
their size and the number of different functions for our four benchmark problems.
(Size = number internal nodes + number leafs = l). Note while the multiplexor
experiments use functions with one, two and three inputs the shape of their curves
are similar to the binary cases. Figure 1 clearly shows the number of different
programs (for all but the shortest) grows essentially exponentially with their size 1 .
We now consider how the number of programs varies with their size and their
maximum depth. These are of course related. A tree of a given size cannot exceed
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Figure 1. Size of Program Search Spaces (note log log scale)

a certain maximum depth (that of a tree of the chosen size but composed of only
one long chain of functions, all side branches terminating immediately in leafs).
Similarly its depth cannot be less than a minimum (given by a (nearly) full tree
where every branch is continued and leafs only occur at the maximum depth (or one
depth closer to the root)). In the case of binary programs (i.e. those composed only
of two input functions) the maximum and minimum depths are given by (l + 1)/2
and dlog2 (l + 1)e. In fact most programs lie between these two extremes, see
Figures 2–4.
In binary trees the number of programs of a given size and depth is
|T |(l+1)/2 |F |(l−1)/2
times the number possible tree shapes of that size and depth. Note this depends
on tree size but not tree depth. Therefore Figure 2 can be readily converted from
number of tree shapes to number of programs by increasing the gradient parallel to
the size axis and so retaining its basic shape. (This also holds for non-binary trees
if their internal nodes all have the same branching factor).
Figure 3 shows a plan view of Figure 2 in which the spread in the distribution
of number of trees can be seen. The distribution is slightly asymmetric and so the
peak lies to one side of the mean but close to it. Also note the theoretical large tree
quadratic limit [8] to which the mean approaches slowly. Similarly Figure 4 shows a
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Figure 2. Distribution of binary trees by size (length) and height (depth). Note log scale. The
dotted lines show the projection of the bushiest trees (Full), the (Peak) and the sparsest (Minimal),
points onto the x-y plane.

plan view of part of Figure 2, where the arrows indicate the direction of maximum
increase in numbers of trees (using a simple nearest neighbour three point fit).
In earlier work [24, 18] we suggest in general the distribution of fitness values does
not change much with their length, provided they are bigger than some problem
and fitness level dependent threshold. (A few special case counter examples have
been found). In all examples so far, bloat continues above the threshold and so the
threshold can be ignored for the purposes of explaining bloat. We suggest that in
general for the bulk of the search space in simple GP problems the proportion of
programs with a given level of performance is independent of their size (and further
we assume independent of their shape). Thus the number of programs with a given
level of performance will be distributed like the total number of programs, i.e. it
will have the same shape as the curves shown in Figures 2–4.
To restate our explanation for bloat it is: after a period GP (or any other stochastic search technique) will find it difficult to improve on the best trial solution it has
found so far and instead most of the trial solutions it finds will be of the same or
worse performance. Selection will discard those that are worse, leaving only those
that are as good as the best-so-far active. In the absence of bias, the more plentiful
programs with the current level of performance are more likely to be found. But
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Figure 3. Distribution of binary trees by size and maximum depth, cf. Figure 2. Solid line and
error bars indicate the mean and standard deviation
of the depth for trees of a give size. The dash
p
line is the large tree limit for the mean, i.e. 2 π(internal nodes) (ignoring terms O(N 1/4 ) ). The
full tree and minimal tree limits are shown with dotted lines, as are the most likely shape (peak)
and the 5% and 95% limits (which enclose 90% of all programs of a given size).

as the previous paragraph has argued, the distribution of these is similar to that
shown in Figures 2–4, therefore we expect the search to evolve in the direction of
the arrows given in Figure 4. [26] confirms this in various diverse problems when
using GP with standard crossover.
In the remainder of this paper we discuss two new crossover operations which
are carefully constructed so that the fitness landscape they provide to the GP
population is unbiased. Instead of the population seeing the huge exponential
growth in programs the landscape is tailored to be more even, with an equal chance
of selecting a link in the landscape to a shorter program as to a longer one. In
this way the population (once the performance plateau has been reached) can be
expected to execute a random walk in the space of program lengths rather than
in the space of all possible programs. On average very little change in size will be
produced by such a random walk whereas a random walk on the landscape shown
in Figures 2–4 results on average in rapid motion in the direction of the arrows.
Like subtree crossover, both new crossover operators produce offspring that are on
average the same size as their parents.
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3.

Size Fair Crossover

In size fair crossover we select two parents and one crossover point in the normal
way. (I.e. conduct two independent tournaments, each between seven randomly
chosen individuals in the population). The crossover point in the first parent,
i.e. the one from which the child inherits its root node, is selected at random from
all the nodes in the first parent. We follow standard GP and ensure on average 90%
of crossover points are internal nodes, while the remaining 10% (pUnRestrictWt 10)
are chosen at random from both terminals (leafs) and functions. As with standard
crossover, a crossover point in the other tree is chosen, and the subtree rooted at
it, is copied and inserted into (a copy of) the first parent at its crossover point,
deleting the subtree that was there originally. The difference between size fair and
normal crossover is the choice of the second crossover point.
The size of the subtree to be deleted is calculated and this is used to guide
the random choice of the second crossover point. In a single pass across the second
parent, the size of every subtree in it is calculated. As with size fair mutation [16, 26]
we place a bound on the amount of genetic change in one operation. Subtrees
bigger than 1+2 × |subtree to be deleted| are prevented from being inserted into the
first parent. (Note each offspring will be no more than |subtree to be deleted| + 1
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nodes longer than its first parent. Although apparently generous, removing the
upper bound appears to encourage bloat. On average, at the end of 50 runs of the
quintic problem, programs were 2.5 times larger when this restriction was removed.)
Excluding these big subtrees, we count the number that are shorter (n− ), the same
(n0 ) and longer (n+ ) than the subtree to be deleted. We also calculate the mean
size difference for both smaller (mean− ) and bigger (mean+ ) subtrees. If there
are no smaller or no bigger trees then the only way to ensure a balance between
increasing and decreasing the size of the tree is to not change it, therefore we set
the size of the inserted subtree to be equal to that of the subtree to be deleted.
Note this means a terminal is always replaced by another terminal. If there are no
subtrees in the second parent the same size as the subtree to be deleted, we go back
and randomly select a crossover point in the first parent and start again.
If there are both smaller and bigger suitable subtrees then we choose between
them all at random using a biased roulette wheel to select the length of the subtree.
If there is more than one subtree of the desired length, we choose between them
uniformly at random. Thus the chance of a subtree being selected falls in proportion
to the number of other subtrees in the second parent of the same size.
The roulette wheel is biased so if there are subtrees of the same size as the subtree
to be deleted the chance of choosing one of them is p0 = 1/|subtree to be deleted|.
This somewhat arbitrary choice was made by analogy with conventional subtree
crossover where the chance the child is the same size as the parent falls rapidly
as the size of the subtree crossed over increases. All the shorter lengths have the
same probability of being selected, as do all the longer lengths. However we use
the mean size difference to balance these two probabilities so that on average there
is no change of length. I.e. the chance of choosing any of the longer sizes is
p+ =
4.

1 − p0
n+ (1 + mean+ /mean− )

Homologous Crossover

Standard GP crossover moves code fragments from one program to another. It is
assumed that since the code fragment has survived the selection process, it must
have some worth and so using it to create a new program is more likely to produce
a better program. However it can be anticipated that the worth of a code fragment
will depend upon the context within which it is executed. Moving into a different
program at a random location may destroy this context [33]. Secondly the presence
of bloat may indicate that the code fragment is not good, only that it has survived
the selection process by being not harmful. With this in mind several context
preserving crossovers have been suggested [7, 34] (and [31] for linear GP). These
aim to increase the chance of moving the code fragment to a (syntactically) similar
part of the recipient program and thus preserve its context and so worth. Some of
these have only had mixed success and so we propose a new homologous crossover
operator based on fair crossover described in the previous section.
The homologous crossover operator works identically to the size fair crossover
operator up to the last step. Instead of randomly choosing between all the avail-
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Figure 5. An example of homologous crossover. The shaded subtree (size 4) is chosen in the first
parent (top left) to be removed. In the second parent (middle, size 24) all subtrees except the root
node and its left argument are eligible to be crossed over. A crossover fragment size 3 is chosen.
There are two possibilities (shaded). The left hand one is chosen because the path (heavy lines)
connecting it to the root is more similar to the path connecting the subtree to be removed from
the first parent than the that for the right hand. The child produced is shown at the bottom.

able subtrees in the second parent of the desired size, in homologous crossover we
deterministically choose the one closest to the subtree in the first parent.
Here we define the distance between the two crossover points using only their
locations and the shapes of the two trees, i.e. ignoring the functions at each node
within the trees. We do this by tracing back up the tree to the root node. The
closeness of two points within the trees is given by the depth at which their routes
back to the root diverge. See Figure 5. Note homologous crossover on two identical
trees will produce an identical offspring if the offspring is of the same size.
5.

Ramped Uniform Initialisation

In [38] binary tree populations are shown evolving away from both full or sparse
trees. In fact towards the most common tree shape [26]. In this section we describe
a new means of creating the initial population in which the population starts with
common trees of a range of lengths. We anticipate that such a population will
evolve to bigger trees but remain near the most common tree shape (for a given
length).
There are enormously more long programs than short ones, so uniform sampling
as described by [11] not only ensures almost all the initial population has one of
the common shapes but also ensures they are near the maximum possible length.
We adopt a more gradualist approach similar to “ramped half-and-half” [13, pages
92–93] and [6], and instead generate a uniform range of program sizes. ([5] pro-
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vides another initialisation algorithm based upon exact uniform sampling trees of
a bounded depth and therefore it predominately generates programs of nearly the
maximum depth).
The first stage of our algorithm is to chose uniformly at random a program length
between the minimum and maximum allowed and then generate a random program
of this length. Thus choosing the program size is a simple procedure and this avoids
some of the numerical problems reported by [11] where a more complex procedure
is required. The algorithm to generate a random tree of a given length is, like Iba’s,
based upon Alonso’s bijective algorithm [1]. If the functions set contains more than
one arity, e.g. the multiplexor function set includes functions which take one, two
and three arguments, then, in general, there are multiple combinations of function
arities which yield a program of the chosen length. Before Alonso’s algorithm can
be used one of these must be chosen. Since each combination of arities corresponds
to a different number of programs, the random choice is biased in proportion to this
number. Tables for each length are precalculated before the GP run starts. Once a
random tree has been created it is converted to a random program by labeling its
internal nodes with functions of the same arity chosen at random from the function
set. Similarly the tree leafs are labeled with terminals chosen at random from the
terminal set. (In the case of the two symbolic regression problems on average the
input variable x is chosen half the time and one of the constants is chosen the other
half). Figure 6 shows ramped uniform produces more programs with shapes near
the peak in the search space, while “ramped half-and-half” produces many more
large full trees.
Our algorithm is similar to Iba’s but is fast and since our implementation is based
upon logarithms it is stable even for large trees. (It can readily generate random
trees in excess of 1000 nodes even if they contain functions of several arities). It is
substantially the same as that given in [15, Appendix A] 2 .
6.

Experiments

The four benchmark problems are symbolic regression of the quintic polynomial [14]
symbolic regression of the sextic polynomial [14] learning the Boolean 6-multiplexer
[13, page 187] and the Boolean 11-multiplexer functions [13]. Apart from the use of
different crossover operators and different means of creating the initial populations,
the absence of size or depth restrictions and the use of tournament selection, our
GP runs are essentially the same as [14] and [13]. Parameters are summarised in
Tables 1 and 2. We speed up GP on the two Boolean problems by extending the
bit packing technique described in [35] to IF. This enabled us to evaluate 32 fitness
cases simultaneously.
To test the importance of the initial population we carried out experiments with
both the standard “ramped half-and-half” method and also using it to create bigger
trees with maximum depths between 5 and 8, corresponding to binary trees up to a
length of 255. (In the multiplexor runs maximum depth 8 gives trees up to 3280 in
principle although the maximum observed was 611). Duplicate prevention was not
used. The range of random program sizes created using the ramped uniform method
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Figure 6. 100 random quintic polynomial program shapes produced by ramped half-and-half (2–
6) and ramped uniform. Error bars indicate the means and standard deviations. The full tree
and minimal tree limits are shown with dotted lines, as are the most likely shape (peak) and
the 5% and 95% limits (which enclose 90% of all programs of a given size). Noise (δx = 0 . . . 1,
δy = 0 . . . 2) has been added to spread data points.

was chosen to have the same minimum size and similar mean size to standard
“ramped half-and-half”. (Note “ramped half-and-half” produces a small fraction
of very big trees; much bigger than the biggest we created using ramped uniform).
See Figure 6.
For each of the four problems we performed fifty independent runs for each combination of crossover type and means of creating the initial population. The results
of these 4 × 50 × 3 × 3 runs (about 50 billion fitness evaluations) are summarised
in Table 3.
6.1.

Evolution of Size

In all 36 cases we see the GP population bloats. (The initial populations start with
mean sizes near 14, or 75 for R 5–8). However there is a clear separation between
standard crossover and the two new crossovers. In all cases standard crossover
produces far bigger trees. (The mean length of programs at the end of the runs is
given in column 9 of Table 3. While the last column gives the average size of the
biggest program at the end of the run). This is also reflected in the fact that it also
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Table 1. GP Parameters for the Symbolic Regression Problems

Termination:

Find a program that produces the given value of the quintic polynomial x5 −
2x3 + x (sextic polynomial x6 − 2x4 + x2 ) as its output when given the value
of the one independent variable, x, as input
x and 250 floating point constants chosen at random from 2001 numbers between -1.000 and +1.000
+ − × % (protected division)
50 random values of x from the range -1 . . . 1
The mean, over the 50 fitness cases, of the absolute value of the difference
between the value returned by the program and x5 − 2x3 + x (x6 − 2x4 + x2 ).
The number of fitness cases (between 0 and 50) for which the error is less than
0.01
Tournament group size of 7, non-elitist, generational
none
4000
Created using “ramped half-and-half” with depths between 2 and 6, between
5 and 8 or using ramped uniform between 3 and 25 (63). (No uniqueness
requirement)
90% one child crossover, no mutation. 90% of crossover points selected at functions, remaining 10% selected uniformly between all nodes.
Maximum number of generations 50

Experiments:

50 independent runs performed with each parameter setting

Objective:

Terminal set:
Functions set:
Fitness cases:
Fitness:
Hits:
Selection:
Wrapper:
Pop Size:
Initial pop:

Parameters:

Table 2. GP Parameters for Multiplexor Problems (as Table 1 unless stated)
Objective:
Terminal set:
Functions set:
Fitness cases:
Fitness:
Pop size:
Initial pop:

Find a Boolean function whose output is the same as the Boolean 6 (11) multiplexor function
D0 D1 D2 D3 (D4 D5 D6 D7) A0 A1 (A2)
AND OR IF NOT
All the 26 or 211 combinations of the 6 (11) Boolean arguments
number of correct answers
500 (4000)
as Table 1 except ramped uniform between 2 and 25

produces bigger solutions. There isn’t such a clear cut difference between fair and
homologous crossover.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of program lengths in the population for the quintic
symbolic regression problem starting from R 2–6 initial populations. It shows the
typical behaviour, where both program size and the spread of sizes in the population
in runs using standard crossover grow rapidly and non-linearly. In contrast both
fair crossover and homologous crossover show the hoped for reduction in bloat. In
both these cases growth in program size is much slower and more linear.
6.2.

Evolution of Depth

Figure 8 shows the evolution of program depths in the population for the quintic
symbolic regression problem starting from a normal population. It shows the typical
behaviour, where both program depth and the spread of depths in the population
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Table 3. Results of 50 runs on each crossover and method of creating the initial population.
Columns 4–8 refer just to the runs which evolved a solution (num sol). While other data are the
means of 50 runs.
Problem

Initiali- Crossover Num Effort
sation
sol ×1000

Solution size
End of run size time
mean
min– max mean
max
secs

Quintic

R2–6
R2–6
R2–6

stand
fair
homo

39
38
37

660
630
670

218
63
61

15–1205
15– 153
17– 157

752
116
85

3276
251
162

324
92
81

Quintic

R5–8
R5–8
R5–8

stand
fair
homo

29
32
29

1000
880
970

352
106
77

27–1871
27– 337
25– 177

815
147
113

3169
277
213

495
146
129

Quintic

U3–25
U3–25
U3–25

stand
fair
homo

42
39
28

520
610
950

337
60
50

15–1485
15– 145
17– 119

1188
157
147

5124
381
354

514
96
100

Sextic

R2–6
R2–6
R2–6

stand
fair
homo

13
7
9

3100
4400
3900

451
75
61

53–1209
15– 139
15– 177

735
119
105

2852
251
209

297
76
77

Sextic

R5–8
R5–8
R5–8

stand
fair
homo

32
26
22

920
1300
1300

408
116
88

31–1019
29– 321
27– 181

919
164
122

3415
307
219

527
150
136

Sextic

U3–63
U3–63
U3–63

stand
fair
homo

26
25
19

1300
1300
1900

633
123
107

61–2037
35– 235
15– 205

1332
190
171

5446
408
360

664
134
135

6 Multiplexor

R2–6
R2–6
R2–6

stand
fair
homo

39
47
46

38
24
32

96
47
42

15– 275
10– 160
10– 114

731
138
121

2573
260
236

13
5
6

6 Multiplexor

R5–8
R5–8
R5–8

stand
fair
homo

45
47
45

42
30
44

205
118
110

34– 845
36– 324
28– 266

852
206
177

2734
349
308

14
6
7

6 Multiplexor

U2–25
U2–25
U2–25

stand
fair
homo

33
26
24

36
64
75

59
36
35

12– 435
14– 104
10– 189

655
133
128

2781
283
277

20
8
10

11 Multiplexor

R2–6
R2–6
R2–6

stand
fair
homo

37
49
47

750
270
290

292
93
79

57–1344
35– 228
25– 207

684
176
156

2832
368
338

383
138
133

11 Multiplexor

R5–8
R5–8
R5–8

stand
fair
homo

10
43
32

4100
540
960

439
212
221

223– 894
83– 452
77– 504

679
248
244

2349
481
463

532
220
221

11 Multiplexor

U2–25
U2–25
U2–25

stand
fair
homo

36
18
24

680
1400
930

251
86
86

90– 896
50– 116
53– 142

686
179
173

3172
399
390

392
140
141
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Figure 7. Evolution of population program length from R 2–6 populations. Error bars indicate
standard deviation in population. Means of 50 runs of quintic polynomial problem.

in runs using standard crossover grow rapidly but apparently linearly. Over the last
3/4 of the run the mean growth is 1.2 layers per generation. Which greatly exceeds
0.2 measured in both fair and homologous crossover runs over the same period.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of program depths for each our four problems and
each of the three methods of creating the initial population. It is evident that
the linear growth in program mean depth is not a fluke but may be an important
property of standard subtree crossover (in the absence of depth or size limits).
Table 4 gives the mean and max program depths and their average rate of increase
over the last 38 generations of the runs. While not problem independent, Table 4
shows the rate of increase in depth is consistently close to unity.
6.3.

Evolution of Shape

Figure 10 shows the evolution of program depth compared to size in ten of the 50
standard crossover quintic populations, shown in Figure 7 and 8. Figure 10 shows
for the quintic problem, GP population behave much as they do for other problems
[26], with programs tending both to grow bigger and deeper but also tending to be
near the combination of size and depth for which there are most programs.
Figure 11 shows the evolution program depth compared to size for the three
crossover operations. For clarity only the average behaviour of each group of 50
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Figure 8. Evolution of population program depth. Error bars indicate standard deviation in
population. Means of 50 quintic polynomial runs.
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Figure 9. Evolution of population program depth. Means of 50 runs with standard crossover for
each problem and initial populations.
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Table 4. Program Depth, standard crossover 50 runs
Problem

Initialisation

Final pop

Growth per generation
(average and standard
deviation of last 38)
max
mean
max

mean
Quintic

R2–6
R5–8
U 3–25

54
43
101

181
128
332

1.2 (.5)
0.8 (.4)
2.2 (1.4)

4.0 (2.4)
2.4 (1.2)
7.0 (4.4)

Sextic

R2–6
R5–8
U 3–63

47
45
98

150
131
312

1.1 (.6)
0.9 (.4)
1.9 (.7)

3.5 (2.2)
2.5 (1.0)
5.8 (2.9)

6 Multiplexor

R2–6
R5–8
U 2–25

39
40
56

101
97
172

0.8 (.3)
0.7 (.2)
1.2 (.4)

2.1 (.8)
1.9 (.9)
3.6 (1.5)

11 Multiplexor

R2–6
R5–8
U 2–25

34
32
45

107
90
157

0.7 (.2)
0.5 (.3)
0.9 (.2)

2.1 (.7)
1.4 (1.0)
2.9 (1.0)

1200
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0
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20

40
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Figure 10. Evolution of mean population program shape, tick marks every generation. The full
tree and minimal tree limits are shown with dotted lines, as are the most likely shape (peak) and
the 5% and 95% limits (which enclose 90% of all programs of a given size). The first 10 standard
crossover runs of quintic polynomial problem.
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runs is plotted. We see both fair (×) and homologous (2) crossover producing
trees of similar shapes as standard crossover (+) (again near the peak number of
programs) but moving much more slowly along the same trajectory. (Because the
average size of programs is a non-linear function of their depth, large programs have
a disproportionate effect on the arithmetic mean leading to the population mean
depth v. size appearing to be initially outside the range of feasible trees).
Figure 12 shows the evolution of all 450 initial populations used in the quintic
polynomial problem. For clarity only the mean of each group of fifty runs is plotted.
As shown in [26, 38] for very different problems standard crossover evolves the
population towards the peak in the distribution of programs versus their shape.
However like [38] the population retains a long term memory of how it was initialised
and the mean evolutionary curves do not coalesce. This is consistent with the view
that on average populations follow close to the steepest gradient in the density
of programs. Figure 12 also plots (using black squares) the average of each of 50
runs using standard crossover but without the customary bias to chose functions as
crossover points rather than terminals (pUnRestrictWt 100). Figure 12 also shows
the evolution of populations initialised with sparse trees of depths between 2 and
6. It is clear that all populations using subtree crossover evolve towards the ridge.
However the normal crossover bias to chose functions rather than leafs appears

full
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120
peak

Program Length

100

80

60

95%

40
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20
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0
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Figure 11. Evolution of mean population program shape from R 2–6 initial populations. Tick
marks every generation. Means of 50 runs of quintic polynomial problem.
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10
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100
Program Depth

Figure 12. Evolution of mean population program shape showing effect of four types of initial
populations. Ramped half-and-half 2–6, ramped half-and-half 5–8, ramped uniform and sparse.
Tick marks every 5 generations. Means of 50 of quintic polynomial runs. Note log scales.

to bias evolution slightly, so fuller trees remain on average on the fuller side of
the ridge and sparse trees remain to the sparse side. Without this bias all initial
populations appear to grow to become close to the ridge. However the ridge in the
distribution of program versus their shape is quite wide and the population mean
in individual runs wonders considerably either side of it as shown for example in
Figure 10. (It is not statistically significant that the R 2-6 subtree crossover plot
without bias (pUnRestrictWt 100) crosses to left of the ridge).
Again we see fair and homologous runs show much reduced bloat (the tick marks
every five generations are much closer together) and lie close to each other. However
both runs with bigger initial populations and those produced by ramped uniform
deviate from the mean shape followed by standard crossover runs and create deeper
trees. This may be because, while size change is carefully controlled, no specific
restrictions are placed on depth exploration, allowing the population to move more
freely in this direction. Future genetic operators might consider this aspect of bloat
too.
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Sub-quadratic Bloat

As discussed in [26] and Section 2, if the programs within the population remain
close to the ridge in the number of programs versus their shape and they increase
their depth at a constant rate this leads to a prediction of sub-quadratic growth
in their lengths’. (A best fit of the ridge for sizes between 50 and 500 gives a
power law exponent of 1.3 (see dotted curve in Figure 13). Thus we expect for
1.3
modest size programs size O(gens ), rising to a limit of quadratic growth for
|program|  1000, cf. [8, Table II]. Over the last 38 generations the mean measured
1.3
values are near O(gens ) for the quintic and sextic problems (which are solved with
binary trees) see Table 5. (The multiplexor problems have more complex trees and
so the distribution of number of programs v. their shape differs in detail).
It is clear that our simple model works reasonably well on average. There are
several reasons why the fit can not be exact.
1. The distribution of programs can only be approximately described by a power
law. The exponent obtained by fitting a power law curve to the ridge varies
slowly according to which part of the curve we try and fit. As bigger, deeper
parts of the curve are fitted the exponent rises. Thus even if our crude model
was exactly correct the measured exponent would vary according to how big
the programs in the population were.
2. Individual runs differ from the average behaviour. For example Figure 13 shows
the evolution of the population mean statistics in one quintic run plus the best
fit obtained by linear regression of log size v. generation. While the mean depth
(dashed line) increases approximately linearly over the last part of the run,
the population remains somewhat bushier than the ridge in the program shape
distribution. If depth increased exactly linearly and the average shape (dotted
line with +) coincided with the power law prediction (dotted line) exactly then
bloat (solid line with +) would fit a power law of time1.33 . The best power law
fit over the last 38 generations (solid line) suggests size ∝ time1.2 however the
mean figure for 50 runs is 1.31 (cf. Table 5). I.e. our simple model gives an
indication of bloat in individual runs and works better as a predictor of average
behaviour across many runs.
Initial experiments extending evolution to many hundreds of generations and
fitting power laws to the bloated program sizes show the exponent does indeed
increase towards 2.0. Standard crossover ceases to be effective in producing changes
to large programs (> 100, 000 functions) behaviour and selection pressure falls.
This may explain why the predicted limit of quadratic increase in program size
with number of generations is not reached.
6.5.

Search Efficiency

As shown in Table 3 in all four problems most of the nine experiments have similar
search efficiency in terms of number of solutions found or “effort” [13, page 194].
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Figure 13. Evolution of population mean statistics for one run quintic run with standard crossover
from a standard population. Solid line (size) and dash line (depth) are plotted against time (horizontal) while the dotted lines show size v. depth. Lines without crosses (shown every generation)
are Size = a + b × gens1.2 , depth = c + 1.37 × gens, the ridge in the distribution of binary trees
(steps) and power law fit to it, size O(depth1.33 ).

Even with 50 runs, there are two cases where the difference can be thought statistically reliable, even though in others the differences may be large. 1) all three
crossover operators perform slightly better with the two new means of creating the
initial random programs in the sextic polynomial and 2) in the 11-multiplexor problem standard crossover performs slightly worse on large initial programs. I.e. the
new operators perform at least as well as the original.
[18] shows the density of programs of a given fitness level will be much the same
in most of the search space. The similarity of the search efficiency of the operators
suggests that although they are searching different parts of the search space, these
different regions are similar. I.e. not only are their fitness levels similar but so too
are the adjacency links in the fitness landscapes provided by the various crossover
operators.
6.6.

Homologous Measurements

It is disappointing that homologous crossover shows little performance gain over
fair crossover. In this section we investigate why this might be. We expect the
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Table 5. Power law fit of mean program size in population over last 38 generations
v. generation. Means (and standard deviations) of 50 standard crossover runs.
Problem

Initialisation

Exponent

Quintic
Quintic
Quintic

R2–6
R5–8
U 3–25

1.34 (.28)
1.32 (.35)
1.31 (.21)

Sextic
Sextic
Sextic

R2–6
R5–8
U 3–63

1.49 (.37)
1.27 (.30)
1.20 (.18)

6 Multiplexor
6 Multiplexor
6 Multiplexor

R2–6
R5–8
U 2–25

1.28 (.21)
1.34 (.34)
1.32 (.20)

11 Multiplexor
11 Multiplexor
11 Multiplexor

R2–6
R5–8
U 2–25

1.24 (.16)
1.17 (.26)
1.26 (.15)

use of homologous crossover to increase the convergence of the GP populations. In
particular, in the multiplexor runs, we would hope to see common trees evolving
with combinations of address bits as the first arguments of IF functions and data
bits as the second and third arguments. Using population variety and number
of duplicate children produced we do see a little evidence for some convergence
but these are crude measures and the degree of commonality in the population
may be higher than they indicate. (They say two trees are different even if the
difference is small or they differ only in inviable code). However, if this higher
level of convergence does exists, it doesn’t appear to impact the spread of fitness
values. E.g. the spread of performance in the final populations, as measure by the
standard deviation in fitness, is not markedly different between homologous and
fair crossovers.
A possible explanation for the similarity in the results produced by size fair and
homologous crossovers might have been that the “homologous” aspect was not
operating, i.e. homologous crossover was not making a directed choice of second
crossover point (where size fair was making a random choice) because it had no
choice. So we measured how often this happened. In the 11 multiplexor runs the
homologous aspect influenced the outcome of crossover in 54% (uniform), 63% (halfand-half 2–6), 78% (R 5–8) of the time. (The variation is probably accounted for
by the variation in program bloat between these three cases). However looking in
more detail at the first 11 multiplexor run, while in most crossovers the homologous
aspect was active, in only half of these did it produce a different offspring to that
which size fair would have produced and only a fraction of these had a different
fitness. In fact only about 10-15% of the population behaved differently because of
the directed choice of crossover points.
These results may indicate (in these problems and representations):
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1. subtrees have no particular value
2. the value is destroyed outside their particular context
3. the simple syntax rule used doesn’t describe the context well
4. even good subtrees are little help in improving programs to solve additional
fitness cases.
7.

Discussion

The impressive suppression of bloat produced by size fair and homologous crossovers
was expected as it concurs with our theory of bloat [26] and similar results for fair
mutation. While they are designed with a view to reducing bloat by carefully controlling how the search space is sampled (i.e. by sampling programs of neighbouring
lengths) an alternative view of their success, is by closely correlating the size of the
inserted subtree with that of the removed they suppress the “removal bias” [40]
bloat mechanism and remaining bloat is due to some other mechanism probably
inviable code [16].
Some of the reduced rate of growth derives from the upper bound on the size of the
replacement subtree in both cases. When this bound is removed larger programs are
evolved. To ensure size increases and decreases produced by size fair crossover are
balanced, bigger increasing crossovers will also mean more size reducing crossovers.
Thus the increased bloat from removing the limit indicates that big increases in
size have a disproportionate effect.
In cases where the initial population is much smaller than the necessary size of
the solution it may be growth restricting crossover or mutation operators will not
perform as well as subtree crossover. If the minimum size of the solutions is known
or can be estimated in advance, then it may be an advantage to start with an initial
population containing programs of approximately this size. On the other hand if
this is not known in advance, and a small initial population is created, then rapid
growth in size may help. If such growth is driven by fitness based selection it is not
what we normally call bloat (which by definition is not driven by fitness). While the
maximum rate of program size increase is more restricted in size fair crossover and
mutation and homologous subtree crossover than in normal subtree crossover, they
do allow growth in program size at much higher rates than are observed in bloating
populations. Hence, while they may be at a disadvantage in these circumstances,
the difference need not be large. (As an illustration: suppose all solutions are eight
times bigger than the initial population. When two programs of the same size are
crossed over using subtree crossover the biggest possible child is twice as big as its
parents. But if size fair is used it is only 50% bigger. Thus in a big population
it will take at least 3 generations for subtree crossover to create a program of the
required size, while subtree sized will need at least 5.1 generations. Whether a 2.1
generations head start is important depends upon what happens after a program
of the required size has been created. We suspect that in general in problems
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requiring such large solutions, a difference of 2.1 generations will be unimportant.
Admittedly this is somewhat artificial example.)
The linear growth in mean depth of near one level per generation gives a simple
problem independent prediction of when a population will be severely affected by
a depth limit. In particular we predict that standard GP starting from an initial
population created with the usual “ramped half-and-half” parameters will run into
the common depth limit of 17 levels in about 12 generations [17].
Using the curve indicating the peak in the distribution of programs against their
size and shape, a predicted depth can be converted into a predicted program size.
The curve is known for programs with only two inputs [37] and can be precalculated
for more complex function sets. Thus we predict that generally standard GP will
run into common size limits (which can be as low as 50 or 200 nodes), within a few
generations and certainly before the 50 generations commonly use, see [17].

8.

Conclusions

We have presented and demonstrated on four benchmark problems a new bloat
reduced crossover operator, a new homologous crossover operator and a new mechanism for creating random populations for tree based genetic programming. The
results in terms of reduction in growth of both mean and maximum program and
solution sizes are impressive and are achieved without reduction in search efficiency.
While we have demonstrated the homologous crossover operator is effective at
finding solutions and reducing bloat, we have not yet shown it to be greatly more
efficient. Growth in program sizes was found not to depend overly on the initial
population. However it does have a dominant role in the evolution of program
shapes. The ridge in the distribution of number of programs for each size and
shape acts to divide the search space. “Ramped half-and-half” does not search a
large part of the search space corresponding to long thin trees (and vice-versa an
initial population of long thin trees does not search the part of the search space
corresponding to short bushy trees).
Average growth in program depth when using standard subtree crossover is near
linear in these problems. When combined with the known distribution of number
of programs of any given size and depth, this yields a prediction of subquadratic
growth in program size. This indicates GP populations using standard crossover
(and no parsimony techniques) will quickly reach bounds on size or depth commonly
used.
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Notes
1. C++ code to calculate the number of different programs can be found in ftp://ftp.cs.bham.
ac.uk/pub/authors/W.B.Langdon/gp-code/ntrees.cc.
2. C++ code to generate programs uniformly at random can be found in ftp://ftp.cs.bham.ac.
uk/pub/authors/W.B.Langdon/gp-code/rand tree.cc.
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